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QUIZ ----Grade 12 

COMPILED BY:     MR. WALID M. ALI 



 
Vocabulary 

 
Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and  d:     
Fahd still remembers his first day at primary school with great ................,though he was 
scared. 

    a) depopulation               b) platform                    c) affection                  d) ailment 

2- I’m taking extra driving lessons to .................................... the time lost. 

    a) do up                            b) put to                       c) make up for             d) bump into 

3- What critics like most about the painting is how the colours mix together…………  

    a) vice versa                     b) seamlessly                 c) frequently                   d) densely 

4- Having a good knowledge of English can be…………..for anyone who wants  

    a highly paid job.   

    a) advantageous               b) substandard             c) graduated                    d) fatal  

5- Some people try to ……………. their anger by remaining calm in upsetting situations.  

a. promote    b. conceal           c. reverse    d. appoint 

6- The government eventually decided to modernize the crumbling ………… of the city.                  
a- depopulation           b- infrastructure          c- unemployment        d- overcrowding  

7- Fingerprints, which are ………. features to each individual, do not change over time.  

a. geriatric    b. deserted           c. unique    d. restful 

8- Singapore is one of the most ………. populated places with multicultural backgrounds. 

a. frequently  b. densely  c. vice versa   d. customarily 

9- Pressure, cold sweat and fatigue are very common symptoms of a/an …… disease.  

a- integral                     b- onerous                    c- cardiovascular        d- supple 

10- The government eventually decided to modernize the crumbling ……… of the city. 

a- depopulation           b- infrastructure          c- unemployment        d- overcrowding  

11- Due to the wise leadership, the work in our company is moving ……… without any  

    obstacles.  

a- frequently               b- customarily               c- densely                    d- seamlessly 

12- Patients who suffer from diabetes are recommended to ………… sugar in their diet.  

a- make up                    b- do up                          c- do without            d- make up for  



13- The students will …….……… stories about life in Kuwait in the past. 

    a- bestow  b- honour   c- narrate   d- promote 

14- Smoking causes a lot of …………………… diseases. 

   a- tranquil  b- fatal   c- rural             d- competent 

15- New York is a …………………………. populated city. 

  a- seamlessly            b- vice versa  c- frequently  d- densely 

16- He is a skilled …………………………………. who works with marble. 

  a- vicinity                      b- skyline              c- craftsman         d- workshop 

17- Our football team fully ………….. to win after performing so well in the last match. 
a. narrated   b. deserved   c. concealed   d. fixed 
 
18- Rural ………….. leads to decrease in the quality of health facilities in the society.  
a. depopulation  b. blizzard   c. disturbance  d. platform 
 
19- My brother seems to have unrestful and ………….. sleep because of his noisy 
neighbors. 
a. advantageous  b. tranquil   c. shallow   d. unique 
 
20- China and India are the most ……….….. populated countries all over the world.  
a. customarily    b. seamlessly  c. frequently  d. densely 
21. The basic principle of ……………… is to accept other people's differences and to 

treat them amicably and kindly regardless.  

  a. adoption                  b. property              c. boom                            d. tolerance        

21. Those dogs are ………………....……………..… Don’t try to provoke them. 

    a. foreign                   b. worthless            c. aggressive                     d. charitable  

22. Refugees must be treated………………....……………..… and sympathetically. 

  a. ultimately                  b. unfortunately  c. compassionately          d. nervously 

23. There will always be immigrants who leave their homelands and ………peace and 
better living conditions in other countries.  
    a. govern                       b. reside              c. decimate                       d. seek  
24. Our captain decided to...................as a footballer and start his new career as a coach.   

        a. resign              b. deserve   c. narrate    d. cycle  

25. Having the right amount of food, taking exercise regularly and sleeping well are the 

keys to .............................fitness.   

         a. contemporary   b. socioeconomic     c. vacant    d. cardiovascular 

26. The committee's success is due to the members' ability to settle all............ peacefully.  



   a. skylines    b. disputes   c. booms     d. adoptions  

27. People come from......................... to Kuwait to enjoy the sales during Hala February.  

      a. odds and ends  b. below par  c. neck and neck   d. far and wide  

28-In spite of being a/an ………………, my grandfather is still active and healthy . 

    a. reverence                   b. ailment                 c. affection                d. centenarian                    

29- Abdulrahman Alsumait has been………………..by several organizations for his 

     charitable work.  

     a. reversed                     b. honored                c. concealed             d. governed  

30- You had better avoid ……………….…..stories to conceal the truth. 

    a. bumping into             b. making up              c. doing away              d. doing without 

31- Public means of transport………….……......break down causing traffic congestion. 

    a. frequently  b. densely  c. vice versa   d. customarily 

32. Our world today, must treat all people equally regardless of any …………………        
    considerations . 
     a. vigorous                       b. graduated               c. immobile               d. socioeconomic  
 
33. A lot of refugees are  …………………their basic rights and dealt with harshly.  
     a. deprived of                  b. put to                      c. bumped into          d. made up    
 
34. Cairo is certainly one of the most ………………… populated areas in the world. 
     a. frequently                    b. densely                   c. seamlessly             d. vice versa  
 
35. On the back of this book, there is a / an………………… about the person who 
authored it. 
     a. ailment                        b. bill                          c. biography              d. disturbance  
36-Most People prefer to live in a ……….. where they can easily find high-paid jobs. 

          a-expectation        b-ailment           c-metropolis           d-demarcation 

37-Khalida will leave the city because she doesn’t like ………populated residential areas. 

          a-frequently          b-densely           c-vigorously          d-drowsily 

38-Kuwaiti young generations should …………….elderly people as they sacrificed for 
the country. 
           a-honour              b-conceal           c- narrate                d-reverse 
 
39-Modern medicine can cure many diseases that used to be ……………….many years 
ago. 

           a- chronic            b- supple            c-fatal                     d-vertical 
 
 



40-He suffers from ……………………….headaches. He can't sleep without having pills. 
a- cardiovascular   b-supple   c-chronic  d-vigorous 
41- England was once a …………... wooded country with a lot of trees grew close 
together. 
a-densely    b-seamlessly  c-frequently  d-customarily 
 
42-We need to spend more money on maintaining and repairing the……………….of our 
town. 
a-infrastructure   b-commentary  c-vicinity  d-blizzard 
 
43- He likes to …………………………. With his coworkers after work ends. 
a-conceal    b-socialize   c-honour  d-reverse 
 
44-  My grandmother is a ............…….. We will celebrate her 102 birthday next week. 
a. commentary 
b. centenarian 

c. vicinity 
d. dispute 



GRAMMAR 
1-Life nowadays is very easy and comfortable; life a century ago was quite hard.     
                                                                           (Begin with: In comparison with…..) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
2-I have never been as annoyed as when I lost my mobile phone.          (complete….) 
Never……………………………………………………………………………… 
3-“Would you like go shopping tomorrow?” 
Mariam asked her friend……………………………………………………… 
4-Students used to study in large groups in the past.                    ( Form a Question ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
5-Sara,“Do you live in this house?”                                (change into indirect speech) 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
6-The director had broken his promise, he also told lies.                      (complete) 
Not only………………………………………………………………………. 
 7-The car dashed against a tree. It was going over 100 mph.          (join using which) 
………………………………………………………………………………………. 
8-The movie was good, the play was good too                     (join using both……..and) 
………………………………………………………………………………………. 
9-Look at the horses. They are drinking in the river.                     ( Join using : that) 
……………………………………………………….…………………………. 

10-Where do you like to watch this film with me?           ( Reported Speech) 

He asked Hani…………………………………………………………………….. 

11.  She did my homework.                                                           ( Causative) 
………………………………………………………………………………………. 
12. My brother prepared my lessons.            ( Causative) 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
13-Khalida said that she had a good social life when she is living in the city. 

                                                                                                    (Correct the verb) 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

14-Susan had scarcely left the airport when her parents came. (Complete the sentence) 

Scarcely…………………………………………………………………………….. 

15- How long have they been living in Kuwait?                         (Report the question) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

16- Huda was happy to visit London. Salwa was happy to visit London.   



    ………………………………………………………… ………(join using both) 

17- " How long have you been studying English?  "     (Change into reported speech) 

He asked….................................................................................................................. 

18- Hussein has never missed a lesson at school.        (Begin with : Never……...…..) 

................................................................................................................................. 

19- Cairo is a sprawling ancient city. Logansport is a small modern city. 

(Join with: In comparison with…..…..) 

....................................................................................................................................... 

20- They are going to make a local builder build their new house.     

(Use the causative have………) 

.........................................................................................................................................  

21- " How long have you been studying English?  "     (Change into reported speech) 

      He asked….............................................................................................. 

22- Hussein has never missed a lesson at school.         (Begin with : Never……...…..) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

23- Cairo is a sprawling ancient city. Logansport is a small modern city.     

                                                                       (Join with: In comparison with…..…..) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

24- They are going to make a local builder build their new house.     

(Use the causative have………) 

......................................................................................................................................... 



25- " I have greatly enjoyed the show last night.  "     (Change into reported speech) 

  He said….................................................................................................................. 

26- Ahmed has got the idea of the lecture . Mohamed has got the idea of the lecture.  

      (Join with : Both…..and….) 

 ..................................................................................................................................... 

27- Mouhy hardly makes any mistakes. Ali makes a lot of mistakes.     

                                                                                             (Begin with: Whereas….) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

28- I used to take my car to the garage weekly.                         (Change into negative) 

......................................................................................................................................... 

29- "Did you enjoy your trip to Egypt last summer? "(Change into reported speech) 

      He asked me…................................................................................................... 

30- Ahmed is a great friend. Mohamed is a great friend. (Join with :Both…..and….) 

    .............................................................................................................................. 

31- Mohamed rarely makes mistakes.                             (Begin with: Rarely………..) 

    ................................................................................................................................... 

32- I took my car to the garage to fix it last week.          (Begin with: I had…………) 
    ................................................................................................................................... 
 
33- “How did you lose your way to the club yesterday?”                            
The coach asked me ………………………………………………...…… (Complete) 

 
34- Fahd doesn’t arrange his books himself. He has them (arrange). …....  (Correct) 



 
35- I have never heard of such an amazing story.       (Begin with: Never)  
..………………………………………………………………………………………  

36- I would like to join the University of Kuwait. My brother would like to study 
abroad.   
……………………………………….……………………………… (Use: whereas) 

37- “Can I use your phone to call my mother?”                                       (report ) 

……………………………………………………..………………………………… 

38- Reem has never travelled to China.                                          (start with: Never) 

Never……………………………………………………………………………… 

39- My father had his car (repair) ……………… at the mechanic’s.      (correct) 

……………………………………………………………………………………. 

40- My little brother used to play football for the local team.           (make negative) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………            

41- "Where have you found your workbook?" Khalid asked.                       (Report) 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
42- I prefer studying alone. My brother prefers studying in groups. 
                                                                                                      (Join with: whereas) 
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
43- My brother rarely goes to school late.         
Rarely …………………………………….…………………………... (Complete)                               
 
44- We will have our house (build) by a famous residential construction company 
next year.                                                                                                    (Correct) 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
45- “Why have many people dedicated themselves to children’s charity work?”  
 
Our teacher asked.………… ………………………………………......... (Complete) 
 
46- We had no sooner arrived at the station and bought our tickets than the train 
came.                                                                                                             (Invert) 
 
………………..……………………………………………………………………… 
 



47- We had the invitation cards for the wedding party (write) by professional 
calligraphers                                         .………………..                          (Correct)                         
 
48- The old communication system was simple. The new communication system is 
complicated.                                                                          (Use: on the other hand)                         
 
……………..…………………………………………………………………  
49- I used  to have my room painted.      ( Negative ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 
50- He not only wrote his homework, he also prepared his lessons.          ( Inversion) 
Not only …………………………………………………………….………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



Composition  

Write on the following topic:                    ( Expository )             
 

1- Plan and write a paragraph of 8 sentences about how to honour our elderly 
and why. 

2- Without the elderly, Kuwait would never have become the country we know 
and love today. In not less than 8 sentences, plan and write a paragraph 
about ways of showing respect and gratitude to the elderly. 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

1- Life in the countryside is really great. The lifestyle there suits some people, 

whereas others think it is boring. In not less than (8 sentences) plan and 

write a paragraph about the countryside life discussing its disadvantages and 

the types of people who prefer the life there to the city life. 

 

2- Plan and write a paragraph of 8 sentences about the advantages and the 
disadvantages of living in a city.  

 
………………………………………………………………………………… 

1-  

Having a long life has always been the dream of all people. However, 

nobody knows for sure what factors can contribute to having a healthy long 

life. In not less than (8 sentences) plan and write a paragraph about the 

things that people can do to have a long life. 

………………………………………………………………………………  

1- Sleep is undoubtedly the most essential requirements for the human body to 
function properly. Plan and write a paragraph of about 8 sentences about the 
different factors that affect sleep & the bad consequences of the lack of 
sleep. 

 

 

 



Outline 

…………………………………………. 
Topic sentence: 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 
Supporting details:   
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………............................................................................
.................................................................………. 
                                     

 Concluding sentence:
……………………………………………………………………….……… 
 

Write your paragraph here: 
……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………… 

Mr. Walid M. Ali 



Outline 

…………………………………………. 
Topic sentence: 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 
Supporting details:   
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………............................................................................
.................................................................………. 
                                     

 sentence:Concluding 
……………………………………………………………………….……… 

Write your paragraph here: 
……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………… 

Mr. Walid M. Ali 



Outline 

…………………………………………. 
Topic sentence: 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 
Supporting details:   
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………............................................................................
.................................................................………. 
                                     

 ding sentence:Conclu
……………………………………………………………………….……… 
 

Write your paragraph here: 
……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………… 

 

Mr. Walid M. Ali 
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